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What course did you take? 

BA (Hons) TV Production with Film Studies 
 

What attracted you to study at the University of Chester? 

A couple of things really… I loved the size of the Warrington Campus (which is 
where I was based); it had a homely feel to it. Not too overwhelming and 
everyone knew each other and all the facilities and activities were in walking 
distance. 
 
I remember particularly enjoying one of the lecturer’s talks as well. The course 
description sounded great and it seemed like I would get to have one on one time 
with my tutors if needed. 
 

Apart from academic knowledge, what other transferable 
skills did you gain? 

I think I gained great people and confidence skills. I had to work with a variety of 
different students on a variety of different projects. My planning and 
organisational skills developed and I learnt how to use a range of different TV 
production equipment. 
 
I would definitely say I have become a multi-skilled individual thanks to my time 
at university. 
 

Did you do Work Based Learning or volunteering?  If so how 
did this contribute to your plans? 



 
In the second year I was offered the chance to study abroad for a year. I chose a 
university in Indiana, America and spent my entire second year there studying 
telecommunications (the equivalent to our media/TV/radio courses). To this day 
I still regard it as the best year of my life, it was amazing. 
 
During my third year, when I was back at the Warrington campus, I took part in 
many volunteer projects. I worked on productions for the University’s very own 
Chapel, Chester Women’s Aid and some of the master student’s productions. 
 

 

Did you use Careers & Employability?  If so, how did this 
help you? 

I never used the Careers and Employability facilities to its full potential, but I was 
occasionally in touch with Marina Cunliffe (Careers Information Officer) about 
places to look for work experience and work. I also got together with her to 
consider  a Study China Programme that was being offered to students for the 
Easter period. 

 

What are you doing now? 
 

I am currently working for the BBC as a Broadcast Assistant and have been 
fortunate enough to do this since 12 days after graduating from university. At the 
moment I work on a regional programme called Inside Out North West. It is a 30 
minute programme that goes out once a week on BBC1.  
 
 We are currently off air but working on some great specials over the summer. 
 

What are your top tips for other students & graduates? 

My top tips for other students and graduates are to persevere. The media 
industry is tough to get into, I heard many nos along the way but I believe that if 
you continue to chase something or someone, eventually an opportunity will pop 
up. Every day (no exaggeration) I would be emailing someone, chasing someone 
up, sending off a new application or trawling through sites to find contact details 
or job listings and I still get calls now from applications and CVs I sent off months 
ago. 
 
I would also say make the most of volunteer opportunities. The more you can put 
on your CV, or onto a show reel, the better. I think employers like to see when 
someone has spent spare time working on projects that they love. You can work 
with a variety of people and gain a lot of skills. The same applies for work 



experience, you meet lots of people and they are great to go back to when you 
have developed your skills/knowledge and are looking for work. 
 


